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HOTEL BARRIERE LE FOUQUET S PARIS PRESENTS ITS NEW EXCEPTIONAL
SUITES
By The Architect JACQUES GARCIA

PARIS, 23.02.2020, 10:02 Time

USPA NEWS - BARRIERE is a Brand under which the Establishments of Two Distinct Groups are marketed : Groupe Lucien Barrière
(GLB) and Société Fermière du Casino Municipal de Cannes (SFCMC). Hotel Le Fouquet´s, completely renovated, represents
absolute luxury. Delicate fabrics and precious leathers, vast dressing rooms and spacious bathrooms characterise these small
Parisian apartments and spectacular suites on the Champs-Elysées. Unwind in the intimacy of a charming garden. Sample flavours at
legendary tables. Experience a dazzling experience in the City of Lights. 
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Located on the Champs-Elysées, Hotel Le Fouquet´s boasts a dream location. The hotel promises an astonishing and unforgettable
stay in the heart of the Golden Triangle, between the Arc de Triomphe and the luxury boutiques on Avenue Montaigne. The Hotel
recently renovated, designed by Jacques Garcia as Parisian apartments, the Exception Suites are an ode to the French way of living.

ARC DE TRIOMPHE SIGNATURE SUITE (15,000 Euros / Night)
A sumptuous 135 sqm apartment located on the fourth floor, the Arc de Triomphe Suite features pure haussmannian style :
herringbone parquet flouring, majestic marble fireplaces, authentic moulding, precious fabrics and offers an unequalled view over the
Champs-Ã‰lysées, the Arc de Triomphe and the Eiffel Tower. Intimacy of the bedroom, its kingsize bed with the looks of a four-
posted bed. Spacious white marble bathroom. One living room and one dining room. One elegant balcony spinning, the Champs-
Ã‰lysées unveil new views every hour of the day and night, with the Arc de Triomphe as a backdrop. A control panel operates lights,
air-conditioning and television. Prolong your sweet parenthesis with complimentary access to the Spa Diane Barrière.

HARCOURT PARIS SUITE (20,000 Euros / Night)
The Harcourt Suite sits beneath the rooftops and offers the most beautiful view of the Arc de Triomphe from a prominent bull´s-eye
window. This stunning 200m² suite decorated in grey and gold tones combines the charm of a Parisian apartment with the prestige of
Studio Harcourt. The lounge turns into a pop-up studio, transforming the Suite into a real photography studio for an unforgettable
shoot. Suite styled to resemble a Parisian apartment, offering generously sized spaces and a double aspect. Luxuriate in the intimacy
of its bedroom, bathroom and private gym. Sumptuous living rooms adorned with Harcourt portraits: lounge/studio, dining room, office.
A panel controls the lights, air-conditioning and television. Complimentary access to the Spa Diane Barrière.

Also designed by Jacques Garcia as Parisian apartments, Three other the Exception Suites :
- PARIS SUITE (10,000 Euros / Night)
- CHAMPS-ELYSEES SIGNATURE SUITE (12,000 Euros / Night)
- GEORGE V SIGNATURE SUITE (12,000 Euros / Night)

A true cocoon of serenity on the Champs-Elysées, Spa Diane Barrière offers absolute relaxation. Extend the moment on the terrace, in
the intimate garden, or in a comfortable armchair in the hotel bar.

Source : Hotel Le Fouquet's Paris
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